April 12, 1956.

Dear Josh,

Thank you for your farewell letter which reached us at the Fund’s New York office. I gained much from our all too limited contacts and may be there will be other opportunities later. I went to a fund dinner last week and very briefly met Bruce Stoker who enquired after you and Esther. He asked me if there were any truth in a rumour that you are going to Australia for a visit. If you are I hope you may pass by our way so we may return your hospitality.

At the moment I’m setting up some repeat mutation experiments with Calesptosporium and then I’ll infect the organism. I am now going ahead with some ideas on nuclear and possibly somatic recombination in them. We have a Canadian, Clayton Pearson who is going to join Johnson at Winnipeg this Fall, working in our cytology lab. He finds large nuclei which have two nucleoli in sectioned stem root material. They occur rarely but look like diploid nuclei.
We may be able to work something out and then not before long. John loves it at present, and then it will be so

Catholic Church. We have a new appointment as soon as the authorities can be put up. She now decides had a refreshing approach. I plus I help the city place

is off at a gallop once more. He made some interesting events on the east.

cresh meeting Holloway. St. Albans School at

Browns Hotel. I think (and, I hope) the city place
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